YOUR CASCADIA
Our peaceful revolution starts with you
Welcome to Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

We are a growing community in the Pacific Northwest that aims to better ourselves and the world around us with smarter, responsible trade facilitated by continuously optimizing direct democracy.

Join us.

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.

Learn more about the future we are building together >

Log in / Sign up >
Welcome to Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

We are a growing community in the Pacific Northwest that aims to better ourselves and the world around us with smarter, responsible trade facilitated by continuously optimizing direct democracy.

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.

Learn more about the future we are building together >

Log in/Sign up

Username: 
Password:
About Your Cascadia (aka OurCadia)

Our goal is to build a Cascadian Economic Direct Democracy – a parallel economic overlay that is under the complete direct democratic control of local community members via intuitively recognizable systems of organization. It aims to empower every person to sustainably exchange goods and services, drastically increase personal income, fund new jobs and needed causes, have an equal voice in their locality; and make educated, horizontal, community-based decisions with a transparent, secure, and ever-improving open source platform.

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.

Learn even more! >  Contact >  FAQs >
Log in / Sign up >  News >  Sitemap >
Your Cascadia is completely run by members like you! It is built with open-source software, and is free to all. That said, we still have a core development team that implements changes that the community wants to see, moderates debates, and maintains the site to make sure it is completely secure for all of us to use. You also have a rotating administration team to handle noncontroversial decisions, which you may reach out to with general inquiries.

To contact the development team, email us at development@ourcadia.org
To contact the administration team, email us at admin@ourcadia.org

Our peaceful revolution starts with you.
FAQs

Q: How do I become a member?
A: All you need to do is sign up! We ask your personal information to verify that you are a real person, and then you will gradually earn more abilities on the platform as you grow into a trusted member of the community.

Q: Wait… You give me money to sign up?!
A: Yep! Our community is a radical experiment in Universal Basic Income, among other things. By joining, you receive a Token wage, with the amount varying based on your job situation, length of membership, and several other factors. You will gradually earn more Tokens at a faster as you participate more fully, and these can be exchanged at the same rate as $USD for goods and services.

…continue reading more FAQs >
11/5/2018: **Version 1.0 Watershed launched!**
We are very pleased to announce that after much debate and development, we have just launched the very first working Beta version 1.0, dubbed “Watershed” after the eponymous source of all of our water here in Cascadia, which collects enough for everyone from across the land by the natural shapes of the Cascade mountains. We could not be happier about this, as it has been a lifelong effort for some, and represents a beacon of hope for generations to come, as the very first working Economic Direct Democracy. With this new tool, we hope to… *(continue reading >)*

4/14/2018: **Designs for initial launch agreed upon**
After a prolonged debate about which features were essential for launch, we have narrowed down the initial platform design to include several features, including, but not limited to… *(continue reading >)*

…*continue reading more FAQs* >
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Tokens: 598.65/1000
Reputation: 73.6/1000
Votes Cast: 21/1000
Exchanges: 427/1000

Needs: Haircut, Salmon Fillet (x8), Crescent wrench...
Wants: 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
Has: 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...

Carrie Irpijn
Lenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

“I’m a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature.”

Tokens: 3351/1000
Reputation: 82.6/1000
Votes Cast: 64/1000
Exchanges: 1227/1000

Needs: Tax preparation, $450.00 for Rent, 9lb bag of sunflower seeds, Landscaping, Therapy, Financial Planning...
Wants: Porcelain airplane, Day spa treatment, Caramel candy, XboxOne, Assorted stuffed animals, Porcelain train...
Has: Crescent wrench, 15'' HLD floodlight, Seasons 1-6 of the Teletubbies on DVD, Styrofoam insulation (90lb), Mascara...
Will: Deliver packages, Cut hair, Perform Lounge-style singing gigs, Meditate disputes, Coordinate delivery logistics...
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes Cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

Needs: Haircut, Salmon Fillet (x8), Crescent wrench...
Wants: 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
Has: 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...

Carrie Irpijn
Tenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

“I’m a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature.”

Actually, is there anything else I need to bring?
08/01/15 at 11:56 am

Nope!
08/01/15 at 11:58 am

Ok
08/01/15 at 12:02 am

Thanks! Let’s meet there than!
08/01/15 at 12:04 am

Send message
Carrie Irpijn
Tenino, WA - 14.9 mi away

“I’m a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature.”

Proxy voters: Parry Irpijin (Animal issues); Sen. Ron Wyden (Education > Low-income school issues), (Health/Social > LGBT issues); Cherry Crossington (Environmental > Waste/Recycling > Materials issues) (more...)

Votes cast: 64 (lv 2.) (details...)
87% in agreement with your values (details...)
Reputation: 82.6 (lv 2.) (details...)

Most recent activity:
Voted in favor of adding “Yoga Ballistic” to Principled Businesses list
Changed personal budget vote for “Bake sale” to 0.025% (+0.004%)
Carrie Irpijn
Teano, WA - 14.9 mi away

"I'm a highly professional asset relocation agent, specializing in deliverables of a corporeal nature."

Carrie’s services/items
Services – M-F 12pm-8pm

Package/item delivery – 5-20 TD/delivery
Barber (lv4) – 15 TD/short hairstyle 20 TD/long hairstyle
Lounge-style singer (lv1) – 20 TD/set performance
Mediator (lv3) – 25 TD/hour
Logistics Coordination (lv7) – 55 TD/hour
Reputation: 82.6 (lv 2.) (details…)

Items for trade – (barter/BTC/$TD/ETH accepted)
Crescent wrench – 8.50
A+ (local owner) 0.34 mi away
Used – perfect condition

Items:
Crescent wrench

Carrie
Barber
Lounge-style singer
Mediator
Logistics Coordination
Reputation
Items for trade
Crescent wrench
Local projects spotlight
in your area > by responsibility rating

Cascadian Wilderness Research Project
A+ (local operator) 3.14 mi away
We are cataloging the population rate of local PNW flora and fauna
Details >  Similar >

Farming Co-op - 4th and Glisan
A+ (local operators) 7.38 mi away
Come check out our many fruits, vegetables, and more!
Details >  Similar >

Sheltered Petwalkers United
B (national charity franchise) 18.4 mi away
We walk those furry critters that aren’t fortunate enough yet to have a forever home.
Details >  Similar >

Jerry’s clothes
Barry Mannowitz
*Olympia, WA*

"I'm a bear, I'm a man, that's all that I am."

**Tokens:** 598.65/1000
**Reputation:** 73.6/100
**Votes Cast:** 21/100
**Exchanges:** 427/1000

**Needs:** Haircut, Salmon Fillet (x8), Crescent wrench ...
**Wants:** 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
**Has:** 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
**Will:** Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...

---

**Newsfeed**

*in your area > by date*

- **Terry Dacktill** submitted a
  - New cause - Museum of Natural History fund
  - 3 minutes ago
  - Learn more  Follow  Discuss

- **Harry Henderson** added a
  - Fact Statement to - Cascadian Wilderness Research Project
  - 49 minutes ago
  - Learn more  Follow  Discuss

- **Jerry Ratzenberg** submitted a
  - Change request - Add pet safety warnings to products
  - 1 hour ago
  - Learn more  Follow  Discuss

- **Mary Littleham** submitted a
Browse items and services

in your area > by responsibility rating > closest matches

Crescent wrench  3.00 TD
A+ (local owner) 0.34 mi away
Used – perfect condition

Details > Similar >

Haircut  10.00 TD
A+ (local barber) 0.68 mi away
14 years experience, men’s and women’s, any style.

Details > Similar >

Herring fillet (x10)  14.00 TD
B (semi-local distributor) 1.4 mi away
Frozen – Caught 2 months ago off the Oregon coast.

Details > Similar >

Jerry cloth  2.24 TD

---

Needs: Haircut, Salmon Fillet (x8), Crescent wrench...
Wants: 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
Has: 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...
What you got here is your quintessential crescent wrench. It can handle nuts of any size and strength (provided they are between 0-5" in diameter and fastened within reason), backed by a lifetime Daftsman™ warranty.

Pretty standard issue, really.

If that’s not enough for you, this was used literally one time when I couldn’t find my other twelve crescent wrenches. So needless to say, I don’t really need this one, and it’s in perfect condition still. You save like 7 bucks off store-bought, which is also about the price I charge to deliver (within a 40 mile radius). Or you can pick it up. Long distance shipping available for 40+ miles away as well. BTC/ETH/LTC accepted
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Lawn mowing
13 years experience. Will bring own tools.
13.00 TD/hr

Skills

Landscaper (lv2) — 15TD/hour
Hunting Instructor (lv6) — 35TD/hour
Tax Consultant (lv3) — 15TD/hour

Availability – Sat-Thurs 10am-4pm
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“'I’m a bear, I'm a man, that’s all that I am.”

My ideal community budget

- Business Loans: 36.4%
- Education: 23.5%
- Health Services: 19.2%
- Environment: 11.4%
- OurCadia Admin: 5.3%
- Arts Programs: 4.2%
- Add new

Explore other solutions in need of funding:

- Arts Programs 4.2%
  - Kraftz 4 Kiddoz: 0.8%
  - Claymation 101: 0.45%
  - Inner city restoration: 1.55%
  - Films in the Park: 0.9%
  - Cello instructors: 0.5%

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes Cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

Profile

Name: Flooded with Love
Type: Flood repairs (Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief)
Affected area(s): West coast (World > North America > United States)
Organization: Flooded with Love (501c3)
References/Accountable members: Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plattopose
Description: Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild. Particularly those of low income with no insurance.
Flooded with Love
(Flood repairs) - West coast
Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild. Particularly...

Neighborhood cleanup
(Litter removal) –Your neighborhood
This is an offshoot of a larger organized group that helps people keep their neighborhoods clean...
Responsibility score 🟦 (82.2% responsible purchasing)  

B- (82.3%) Sledgehammer – 11.50TD  
(9.46/11.50)(1 day ago)

A+ (98.9%) Fishing rod – 141.99TD  
(140.42/141.99)(1 day ago)

D- (61.3%) Krapt Cheez-E Mac (x10) – 10.00TD  
(6.13/10.00)(4 days ago)

C (76.3%) Big Ol’ Bucket O’ Nails – 34.56TD  
(26.37/34.56)(6 days ago)

(81.7%) Tad’s Vaccuuming Services – 22.50TD

This score was calculated by adding all of your purchases’ responsibility scores in proportion to how much was spent on each purchase.

Purchasing responsibility history by date >
Profile - Values

Browse values by type >

According to your voting history, your values are most closely aligned (78.5%) with:

Libertarian Socialism

You have voted most consistently in favor of:
+ Workers’ self management
+ Decentralized structures
+ Freedom
+ Justice

Accomplishments
Equality
Fairness
Friendship
Beauty
Security
Work ethic
Peace
Excitement
Comfort
Happiness
Freedom
Barry Mannowitz  
*Olympia, WA*

“*I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.*”

---

**Tokens:** 598.65/1000  
**Reputation:** 73.6/100  
**Votes Cast:** 21/100  
**Exchanges:** 427/1000

---

**Friends**

- **Carrie Irpijin**  
  *Tucson, AZ – 145 miles away*  
  “I’m a highly accomplished event coordinator, expert in leadership and development of virtual events.”

- **Terry Dacktille**  
  *Portland, OR – 114 miles away*  
  “I’m a dang terror of the night! SCRAWWW!!”

- **Cherry Crossington**  
  *Tenino, WA – 11 miles away*  
  “Hello friends! It’s a great day to be a Cherry on top!!”

---

**New requests**

- **Gary Squarepants**  
  *Portland, OR – 121 miles away*  
  “Meow.”

---

**Exchange**

- **Conduct**
  - Terry Dacktille submitted a New cause - Museum of Natural History fund  
    *3 minutes ago*  
    **Learn more**  
    **Follow**  
    **Discuss**

- Cherry Crossington submitted a Change request - Add pet safety warnings to products  
  *1 hour ago*  
  **Learn more**  
  **Follow**  
  **Discuss**

- Gary Squarepants submitted a Policy paper to - Bikini Atoll Cleanup Fund  
  *Over 2 hours ago*  
  **Learn more**  
  **Follow**  
  **Discuss**

- Cherry Crossington submitted a Change request - Farming co-op to move to 4th and Glisan, Thursdays  
  *Over 2 hours ago*  
  **Learn more**  
  **Follow**  
  **Discuss**

---

**New Tab**

- Search for...

---

**Sitemap | Privacy policy | Terms and conditions**
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

"I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am."

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes Cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

Needs: Haircut, Salmon Filet, Crescent wrench ...
Wants: 6x3' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
Has: 30' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...

Terry Dacktill
Portland, OR – 114 miles away

‘I’m a dang terror of the night! SCRAWWW!!’

2 unread messages

Exchange

Conduct
Objectives

Token badges – Lv. 2
(+900 Tokens/month; +4 reputation)
- Lv 1 - Token Badge
  - Reputation +2
  - Tokens gained: 500/mo

Check-in badges – Lv. 1
(+20 reputation)
-

Friendship badges – Lv. 1
(+20 reputation)
- ✔️

Hot streak badge
(+25 Tokens)
- 🌟

Punctuality badges – Lv. 1
(+25 Tokens; +20 reputation)
- 🕵️‍♂️

Community goals

Exchange

Conduct
Inventory – (has/will) in your area > by responsibility rating > closest matches

30’ Roll of bubble wrap
Used – like new condition
5.50 TD
Details > Similar >

Lawn mowing
13 years experience. Will bring own tools.
13.00 TD/hr
Details > Similar >

Unicycle
Used – fair condition. 20” diameter wheel.
123.45 TD OBO
Details > Similar >

Hunting lessons
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes Cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

+ Needs: Haircut, Salmon Filet (x8), Crescent wrench ...
+ Wants: 6x3'' Bookshelf, iPhone8, Terry cloth...
+ Has: 30'' Roll of bubble wrap, Unicycle, Porcelain airplane...
+ Will: Mow lawn, Provide hunting lessons, Prepare taxes...
This chart shows a simulated economy with your chosen settings.

Over the course of 15 years, this economy’s capability could rise to provide up to 5,430 nurture engagements (welfare) per year and other charitable giving in the nonprofit sector can reach up to 1,123 organizations per year.

Over the next 15 years, needs are met more adequately by a lower total amount of aid, due to...
Simulations

Year projection – [2020 - 2050]
Adult population – [1,000 - 10,000]
Workforce partition –
- Large business - 33%
- Small business - 33%
- Non-profits – 34%
Revenue partition –
- Persons spending - 60%
- Community budget Funding – 40%

Chart parameters

Tokens: 598.65
Reputation: 73.6
Votes Cast: 21
Exchanges: 427

Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

“I’m a bear, I’m a man, that’s all that I am.”

Advanced >
This page is the home for a particular community’s temporarily assigned optional admin team, who make decisions amongst themselves for the community which are viewed as relatively uncontroversial, or that no one seems to care enough to vote on. Such decisions can be raised to the public level of decision making if enough people decide it should be put to a public vote. Members are chosen from applicants by random lot, and switch every year.
This page is the home for a particular community's temporarily assigned optional judicial team, who make decisions amongst themselves on particular cases where two members have a dispute. These decisions are publicly visible to the community. Such decisions can be raised to the public level of decision making if enough people decide it should be put to a public vote. Members are chosen from applicants by random lot, and switch every year.

Judicial decisions

What to do with extra potatoes - Open till 3/14/24 62/100 ^ ^ (3 comments)
Standard or military time? - Open till 3/23/24 37/100 ^ ^ (2 comments)
Approving business loans, 4 at a time? - Open till 3/30/24 56/100 ^ ^ (3 comments)
What color to paint the white house? - Open till 3/30/24 22/100 ^ ^ (3 comments)
How many skittles are in the jar? - Open till 4/1/24 76/100 ^ ^ (3 comments)
How should 1 year old ledgers be archived? - 4/13/24 42/100 ^ ^ (7 comments)
Fire damage in the Columbia River Gorge and surrounding areas is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. As of now,
Fire damage in the PNW is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. Philip J. Freud thinks the best strategy to minimize damage is a combination of aggressive preventative measures.
Based on your value profile and past voting trends, this solution is something you would likely support, and most closely resembles the **Green Party** in voting patterns at this level, "Replanting efforts," and below.

See other proxies >  Debate, or give alternative solution >
Barry Mannowitz
Olympia, WA

"I'm a bear, I'm a man, that's all that I am."

Replanting efforts

Current stats:
Total % of Olympia Budget: 4.68%
-Treeplanters United: 0.99% (21.1% of solution)
-Super Tree Friends: 1.58% (33.8% of solution)
-Eco-buddies Forever: 1.2% (25.6% of solution)
-4th Reforestation Org: 0.91% (19.4% of solution)
Create new – Position/Goal/Proposition/Solution/etc - (Wikitree Rulebook)

Add new… ___

Solution title (256 char max): My friends and I replanting trees on our hikes.

Description: My friends and I need more exercise, and the forest needs more trees. If you give us a tiny incentive, we'll gladly get in shape, and get more people to join our hikes replanting trees as your support helps us grow!

Next >
Community budget contribution size goals > 1,000
T/D

Options:
- New Wikitree skin unlocked (+details) (+vote)
- New Budgeting skin unlocked (+details) (+vote)
**Olympia community budget**
- Education 33%
- Environment 26.5%
- Public Welfare 17%
- Health Services 10.5%
- Business Licenses 8.7%
- Out-of-State Aids 2.1%

**Processing initiative(s)**
- Flooded with Love
  - New cause: Neighborhood Cleanup 62.4%
  - New cause: Nairobi water fund 37.6%
  - Change request: Add “Charity Chop” badge 56%
  - Change request: Local currency to gold standard 22.1%
  - Change request: Add new service category “Constitution” (FRC+)
  - Informational brief: Nairobi Aid Statement: New comments [2]

**My Initiatives**
- Start new initiative

**Crescent wrench**
A+ (local owner) 0.34 mi away
Used – perfect condition
Details > Similar >

**Haircut**
A+ (local barber) 0.68 mi away
14 years experience, men’s and women’s, any style.
Details > Similar >

**Farming Co-op**
4th and Glisan
A+ (local operators) 7.38 mi away
Come check out our many fruits, vegetables, and more!
Details > Similar >

**Cascadian Wilderness Research Project**
A+ (local operator) 3.14 mi away
We are cataloging the population rate of local PNW flora and fauna
Details > Similar >

**Processing initiative(s)**
- Flooded with Love
  - Flood repairs (Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief)
  - West coast (World > North America > United States)
  - Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plappopose
  - Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild.

**Flooded with Love**
- Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief
- West coast (World > North America > United States)
- Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plappopose
- Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild.

**Jobs created in standard business, Principled Business, and nonprofit sectors, and nurture engagements created**

**Crescent wrench**
A+ (local owner) 0.34 mi away
Used – perfect condition
Details > Similar >

**Haircut**
A+ (local barber) 0.68 mi away
14 years experience, men’s and women’s, any style.
Details > Similar >

**Farming Co-op**
4th and Glisan
A+ (local operators) 7.38 mi away
Come check out our many fruits, vegetables, and more!
Details > Similar >

**Cascadian Wilderness Research Project**
A+ (local operator) 3.14 mi away
We are cataloging the population rate of local PNW flora and fauna
Details > Similar >

**Processing initiative(s)**
- Flooded with Love
  - Flood repairs (Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief)
  - West coast (World > North America > United States)
  - Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plappopose
  - Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild.

**Flooded with Love**
- Humanitarian aid > Natural Disasters > Disaster Relief
- West coast (World > North America > United States)
- Larry Leizurzhut; Perry Plappopose
- Flooded with Love is a charity that funds flood repairs, and supplies volunteers to help families rebuild.
Fire damage

Fire damage in the Columbia River Gorge and surrounding areas is a real problem for the wildlife, people, and economies that surround it. As of now, there are 2,431 acres reported as actively on fire, and 7,235 acres damaged.

There are 3 types of solutions currently put forward to address fire damage-related problems, and 14 organizations working on getting them put into place.